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Aligned fibers direct collective cell migration to 
engineer closing and nonclosing wound gaps

ABSTRACT Cell emergence onto damaged or organized fibrous extracellular matrix (ECM) is 
a crucial precursor to collective cell migration in wound closure and cancer metastasis, respec-
tively. However, there is a fundamental gap in our quantitative understanding of the role of 
local ECM size and arrangement in cell emergence–based migration and local gap closure. 
Here, using ECM-mimicking nanofibers bridging cell monolayers, we describe a method to 
recapitulate and quantitatively describe these in vivo behaviors over multispatial (single cell to 
cell sheets) and temporal (minutes to weeks) scales. On fiber arrays with large interfiber spac-
ing, cells emerge (invade) either singularly by breaking cell–cell junctions analogous to release 
of a stretched rubber band (recoil), or in groups of few cells (chains), whereas on closely spaced 
fibers, multiple chains emerge collectively. Advancing cells on fibers form cell streams, which 
support suspended cell sheets (SCS) of various sizes and curvatures. SCS converge to form 
local gaps that close based on both the gap size and shape. We document that cell stream 
spacing of 375 µm and larger hinders SCS advancement, thus providing abilities to engineer 
closing and nonclosing gaps. Altogether we highlight the importance of studying cell-fiber 
interactions and matrix structural remodeling in fundamental and translational cell biology.

INTRODUCTION
Small wounds gaps occurring naturally due to apoptotic release and 
organ remodeling are repaired efficiently through the lifetime of all 
multicellular organisms. However, chronic nonclosing large wounds 
of nonmigratory or delayed migration of the epidermis due to dis-
ease and injury adversely affect the quality of life of millions of pa-
tients across the globe (Harding et al., 2002; Tsang et al., 2003; 
Demidova- Rice et al., 2012; Boulter et al., 2013; Eming et al., 2014; 

Wang et al., 2016). Recently acellular extracellular (ECM) matrices 
have shown moderate success in allowing cells to collectively mi-
grate upon the fibers and begin angiogenesis in chronic wounds 
(Lutolf and Hubbell, 2005; Frykberg and Banks, 2015). However, the 
contributions of fiber dimensions and layout in driving collective mi-
gration in these scaffolds and overall in the body remains unclear. 
Collective cell migration described as coordinated migration of mul-
tiple cells is vital to many physiological phenomena, including 
morphogenesis, wound healing, immune response, vascularization 
of tissues, and pathological conditions, including cancer metastasis 
(Deisboeck and Couzin, 2009; Friedl and Gilmour, 2009; Ilina and 
Friedl, 2009; Rørth, 2009; Aman and Piotrowski, 2010; Haeger et al., 
2015; Mayor and Etienne-Manneville, 2016). In vivo collective cell 
migration in suspended cell bridges or sheets occurs under physio-
logical conditions involving poorly developed or absent fibrous 
ECM. This is well documented in Drosophila gastrulation, during 
formation of sheets by corneal epithelium and epidermis in wound 
healing, and also in re-epithelialization of burn wounds on areas of 
absent or irregular ECM (Weiss and Matoltsy, 1959; McMahon et al., 
2008; Oskeritzian, 2012; Vedula et al., 2013, 2014). Additionally, tu-
mors share remarkable similarities with wounds, including microen-
vironment remodeling, vascularization, and cell migration (Schäfer 
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RESULTS
Interfiber separation distance regulates  
cell-emergence modes
Four days after a concentrated suspension of NIH3T3 fibroblasts was 
seeded on flat substrates interfaced with suspended nanofibers, 
confluent monolayers were formed. The cells from the confluent 
monolayers were observed to form protrusions wrapping around the 
suspended fibers followed by cell body alignment (polarization) 
along the fiber axis (Supplemental Movie M1). In time, we observed 
that leader cells emerged (invaded) from the monolayer onto the sus-
pended nanofibers, (Figures 1 and 2A). We investigated the role of 
fiber diameters (300, 500, and 1000 nm) and interfiber spacing (0–10, 
10–20, 20–30, 30–40 and 40–50 µm) on cell-emergence modes. For 
all tested diameters, cells exhibited three modes of emergence of 
leader cells: recoil and chain on single fibers and collective (multiple 
chains) on multiple fibers (Supplemental Movie M2). Recoil mode oc-
curred primarily when the cell body was oriented at an angle with the 
fiber axis (Supplemental Movies M3 and M4) and after cells under-
went a conditioning phase of stretching along the fiber followed by 
detachment through breaking of cell–cell junctions, analogous to the 
recoil of a stretched rubber band. The speed of detachment was 
found to be dependent on fiber diameter (250 ± 15, 425 ± 14, and 
400 ± 30 µm/h on 300-, 500-, and 1000-nm-diameter fibers, respec-
tively; Supplemental Figure S1). Upon detachment, the recoiling cells 
were observed to respread on the fiber to form elongated shapes, 
which would migrate either away from or toward the monolayer. 
Leader cells were observed to be followed by emerging follower 
cells. On single fibers, emergence of connected cells as cohesive 
chains (chain mode) was primarily observed when the cells were sym-
metrically distributed about the fiber axis (Supplemental Movie M5), 
and collective emergence was predominantly found to occur in re-
gions of densely packed fibers with multiple chains connected with 
one another (Supplemental Movie M6). The mode of emergence was 
influenced by both fiber spacing and diameter (Figure 2B). Specifi-
cally, larger interfiber spacing favored emergence as recoils and 
chains, and conversely, collective emergence was observed to be the 
highest in densely packed fibers. Furthermore, we observed that 
300- and 500-nm-diameter fibers showed a higher bias toward recoil 
emergence, while 1000-nm-diameter fibers showed similar probabil-
ity of recoil and chain emergence, thus suggesting a role of fiber 
diameter and interfiber spacing in emergence dynamics.

Kinetics of cell stream and SCS advancement in 
collective migration
Over time, the number of follower cells increased independent of 
the mode of emergence, leading to formation of cellular bundles 
that we termed cell streams (Figure 3A). The advancing cell streams 

and Werner, 2008; Arwert et al., 2012; Rybinski et al., 2014). A com-
mon theme for collective cell migration in these behaviors seems to 
be the ability for cells to first emerge (detach from parent tissue, 
commonly referred to as invasion) and then migrate away from the 
parent tissue. Confirming this are studies reporting tip or border 
cells initiating migration during oogenesis, vascular sprouting, and 
wound closure in epithelial tissues (Gerhardt et al., 2003; Somogyi 
and Rørth, 2004; Schmidt et al., 2007; Zelenka and Arpitha, 2008; 
Faust et al., 2011) and from edges of tumors singly or in groups 
(Wang et al., 2002; Condeelis and Segall, 2003; Yamaguchi et al., 
2005; Wenger et al., 2007; Ilina and Friedl, 2009; Schedin and Keely, 
2011; Wirtz et al., 2011; Friedl et al., 2012a; Patsialou et al., 2013; 
Weigelin et al., 2014; Mayor and Etienne-Manneville, 2016).

Technologically, in vivo imaging of these behaviors and of local 
ECM structure has been challenging (Condeelis and Segall, 2003; 
Pittet and Weissleder, 2011; Webster et al., 2016), and thus precise 
reconstruction of native fibrous environments in a controlled and 
repeatable manner for studying cell biology is critically needed 
(Friedl et al., 2012b; Keely and Nain, 2015). If developed, these in 
vitro fibrous environments would allow scientists to engineer dis-
ease-specific models to study gastrulation, nonclosing chronic 
wounds, metastasis, and contributions of immune and inflamma-
tion responses after wound-inducing interventions such as radia-
tion and surgery (Tsang et al., 2003; Mustoe, 2004; Boulter et al., 
2013; Schaue and McBride, 2015; Wyld et al., 2015; Wang et al., 
2016). Here we use our previously described nonelectrospinning 
spinneret-based tunable engineering parameters (STEP) platform 
(Nain and Wang, 2013; Wang and Nain, 2014) to establish an 
ECM-mimicking (diameter, alignment, and stiffness) in vitro assay 
of suspended fibers bridging cell monolayers to quantitatively link 
and describe emergence, collective cell migration, and wound 
gap closure (Figure 1). We show that interfiber spacing regulates 
cell emergence from the monolayer along the suspended fibers in 
single versus collective modes, which strikingly matches metastatic 
invasion modes described in vivo. Emerging cells on fibers form 
bundles of cells (cell streams), which resemble in vivo epithelial 
migratory tongues. With time, cell streams support formation and 
advancement of suspended cell sheets (SCS) that resemble in vivo 
epidermis sheets of various sizes and curvatures found during the 
epithelization phase in wound healing. Advancing SCS converge 
to form local gaps that close based on both the gap size and 
shape. Interestingly, we document a physical cell stream spacing 
of 375 µm, beyond which SCS advancement is inhibited, thus 
providing the ability to engineer closing and nonclosing gaps. 
Altogether our method provides new means to study cell–fiber 
interactions and matrix structural remodeling in fundamental and 
translational cell biology.

FIGURE 1: STEP-based suspended fiber platform to study cell emergence, migration, and gap closure. Schematic and 
phase-contrast images showing the engineered platform to study cell emergence (invasion), migration collective cell 
migration, and gap closure using suspended and aligned fibers interfaced with confluent monolayers. Scale bars: 200 µm.
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simultaneously (one toward and the other away from the monolayer), 
while in the in-phase mode they moved in the same direction simul-
taneously (toward or away from the monolayer). The combined mode 
was defined by the occurrence of both modes, with SCS transitioning 
from out-of-phase to in-phase or vice versa, and the uncoordinated 
mode had no observed patterns of advancement/retraction between 
neighboring SCS (Figure 3C, vii, and Supplemental Figure S2, i). We 
also quantitated the oscillatory patterns to be conserved across mul-
tiple neighboring cell sheets (Supplemental Figure S2, ii).

Formation of gaps of various sizes and shapes and their 
closure dynamics
Advancing SCS from both sides of the scaffold converged and 
resulted in the formation of local gaps, and we investigated how 
gap geometry contributed to gap closure dynamics.

Fiber architecture regulates closure time. To facilitate faster for-
mation of gaps, we manufactured scaffolds in a two-layer, cross-
hatch network (double suspended, DS, N = 9) and compared them 
with our previously described single-layer, parallel (single sus-
pended, SS, N = 7) scaffolds. Interestingly, we found that the entire 
simulated gap spanned with DS fibers closed within 15 d, while in 
the same amount of time, only 30% of the gap spanned with SS fi-
bers closed (Figure 4A and Supplemental Movies M8 and M9). 
While cells were observed to advance along linear tracks in parallel 
SS scaffolds, on cross-hatch networks of fibers, cells had more de-
grees of freedom to travel on multiple paths leading to faster clo-
sure (inset in Figure 4A, i). Thus, controlling fiber architecture pro-
vided us with the ability to generate gaps of various shapes and 
sizes on both type of fiber architectures, thus allowing us to quanti-
tate their closure kinetics.

Initial gap size and shape determine gap closure. We observed 
that the nucleus of cells lining the edges of all gaps were oval in 

were bridged by SCS having distinct convex edges that advanced 
away from the monolayer (Supplemental Movie M7). To interrogate 
the kinetics of collective cell migration and gap closure, we tracked 
cell streams and SCS over days and quantitated their migratory be-
havior. The cell streams emerged out of the base monolayers onto 
suspended fibers 6 d after seeding. Within a few more days, the 
number of cell streams emerging out of the monolayer doubled and 
reached a maximum (i.e., all fibers were used for the emergence of 
cell streams; Figure 3B, i). Notably, cell streams initially exhibited a 
rapid advancement rate (∼200 µm/d; Figure 3B, ii) that matched the 
migratory rates of highly proliferative in vivo migratory tongues typi-
cally found in early stages of wound repair (150–300 µm/d; Krawc-
zyk, 1971; Clark et al., 1982; Cavani et al., 1993). We also observed 
the width of the individual cell streams (measured at the base, mid-
dle, and tip of streams) to increase and saturate (Figure 3B, iii). Ow-
ing to the deformability of underlying fiber networks, as the cell 
streams advanced away from the monolayers, they were observed 
to remodel the matrix and merge amongst themselves causing a 
reduction in number of advancing cell streams (Figure 3B, i), which 
increased the gap between cell streams (Figure 3C, i, and Supple-
mental Movie M7, shown by arrows). After 10 d, the migration rate 
of cell streams was observed to slow down (∼20 µm/d; Figure 3B, ii), 
which was found to coincide with increase in SCS advancement 
(Figure 3C, ii). We calculated the migration rates of SCS and found 
them to decrease with increasing distance between adjacent cell 
streams (Figure 3C, iii–v). Nonlinear regression analysis showed that 
smaller cell stream separation distances (i.e., smaller SCS span 
widths) facilitated longer SCS advancement distances, and when 
span width exceeded 375 µm (Figure 3C, vi), shown by red arrow), 
SCS advancement was severely compromised. We also observed 
and quantitated that adjacent SCS advanced in an oscillatory man-
ner (∼70% of the time). These patterns were defined as out-of-
phase, in-phase, combined, and uncoordinated. In the out-of-phase 
pattern, the neighboring SCS moved in opposite directions 

FIGURE 2: Emergence of leader cells. (A) Schematics and phase-contrast images showing leader cells leaving the 
monolayer in three distinct emergent modes: recoil, chain, and collective (multichain) groups. Scale bars: 25 µm. 
(B) Occurrence frequency of the three distinct modes of emergence on fibers of different diameters (n = 124, 359, and 
112 for 300-, 500-, and 1000-nm-diameter fibers respectively). Percentages have been calculated for each diameter and 
fiber spacing. For instance, on 300-nm-diameter fibers with <10 µm spacing, ∼14% emerged as recoils, none as chains, 
and ∼86% as multichain collective groups.
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∼0.65 range (circle/oval). While the SF metric was able to account for 
differences in majority of shapes, it could not distinguish between a 
circle and an ellipse. Thus, to distinguish between circular and oval 
gaps, we then employed the more sensitive metric of aspect ratio 
(AR) (Figure 4C, ii), which showed that ∼60% of gaps adopted oval 
and elongated morphologies (AR > 1). A closer inspection (Figure 
4C, iii) revealed that the AR of larger gap sizes ranged from 1 to 2.5, 
while those for smaller gaps occupied a wider range (1 < AR < 5) 
Importantly, gaps with ARs ∼2.5–5 and having areas greater than 
∼10,000 µm2 were not observed. This strongly suggests that larger 
gaps are less likely to occur as highly elongated ovals (AR > ∼2.5).

Quantitating the temporal closure rates of gaps in zone I revealed 
large gaps started with an areal closure rate of 30 µm2/min, and as 
they became smaller with time, their closure rates decreased in a 
nonlinear manner (Supplemental Figure S4). Additionally, we found 
that local gaps closed faster from regions of higher curvature (along 
the major axis) (Figure 4D, i). To understand this behavior, we probed 
the role of the acto-myosin contraction on gap closure dynamics for 
gaps smaller than 40,000 µm2. We used previously reported dosages 
10 and 20 µM of Rho kinase (ROCK) inhibitor y-27632 to compromise 
actin–myosin interactions (Tinevez et al., 2009; Anon et al., 2012; 
Suprynowicz et al., 2012). Our results show that, under the influence 
of the drug, gap closure was significantly compromised for gaps in 
the range ∼10,000–40,000 µm2 (Figure 4D, ii and iii, and Supplemen-
tal Movies M12 and M13). However, gaps of smaller sizes 
(<∼10,000 µm2) exposed to y-27632 were still able to close. In fact, 
we found that the closure rate for gaps less than ∼10,000 µm2 

shape, thus suggesting them to be under mechanical tension (Sup-
plemental Figure S3; Chancellor et al., 2010; Versaevel et al., 2012; 
Lovett et al., 2013). We inquired whether this has had any effect in 
closure ability of gaps of varying sizes and shapes. We quantitated 
gap closure kinetics by using two morphodynamic metrics of area 
and circularity (4π area/perimeter2) to distinguish between gaps 
that closed and those that did not close over a period of 45 d. We 
identified three distinct gap size ranges that determined the ability 
of a gap to close (Figure 4B). The first size range (zone I) was de-
fined by gaps of areas less than 85,000 µm2. Gaps in this range 
adopted a variety of shapes and circularities ranging from ovals 
(Supplemental Movie M10) to circles (Supplemental Movie M11). 
However, regardless of their circularity, these gaps were able to 
close completely. The second size range (zone II) was defined by 
gaps of areas 85,000–140,000 µm2. The closing of gaps in this re-
gion was dependent upon their shape, with gaps of high circularity 
rarely closing and oval gaps of low circularity closing completely. 
The third size range (zone III) was defined by gaps of areas >140,000 
µm2. For this size range, regardless of the circularity, gaps were un-
able to close in a period of at least 45 d.

Gap shape dynamics. To understand the role of shapes in gap clo-
sure, we employed shape factor (SF) metric to discern gaps in zone 
I, and found that gaps could adopt a variety of shapes of increasing 
SF values: diamond (SF = 0), a perfect circle/ellipse (SF = 0.57), or a 
rectangle (SF = 1) (Figure 4C, ii). Frequency distribution of the SF 
demonstrated that the majority of the gaps adopted a SF in the 

FIGURE 3: Collective migration. (A) Representative schematics and time-lapse images of cell stream and SCS 
advancement over time. Scale bars: 200 µm. (B) (i) Average number of cell streams normalized with respect to average 
number of cell streams on day 6. (ii) Kinetics of cell stream (n = 10) advancement. The black dots represent the instances 
when the cell stream length exceeded 100 µm. (iii) Average cell stream (n = 10) width measured at three locations: top, 
middle, and bottom of the cell streams over days. (C) (i) Increase in average distance between the cell streams (number 
of cell streams (n) = 2400). (ii) Average suspended cell sheet advancement distance over time. (iii) Decreasing SCS 
speed as a function of increasing cell stream separation distance (n = 966). Asterisks show statistical significance. 
(iv, v) Examples of individual SCS front advancement-distance over time shown by black arrows in overlay of profiles for 
SCS separated by 60 and 250 µm, respectively. Insets are corresponding phase-contrast images showing SCS 
advancement over 12 h. Scale bars: 100 µm. (vi) Temporal relationship between SCS and cell stream advancement 
distances (n = 2400). Red arrow indicates compromised SCS advancement beyond 375-µm cell stream separation 
distance. (vii) Representative examples of in-phase and out-of-phase displacement patterns over time of neighboring 
SCS. Frequency percentages of neighboring SCS advancing in in-phase, out-of-phase, combined in-phase and out-of-
phase, and not-coordinated modes (number of independent SCS pairs, n = 64).
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Engineering closing and nonclosing gaps. Altogether our results 
demonstrate that closure of elliptical gaps is dependent on their size 
and shape. Our findings can be explained by deconstructing a gap 
into four convex SCS (Figure 5A), with each sheet having its 

exposed to y-27632 was significantly higher than those not exposed 
to the drug (Figure 4D, iv and v). This result is in agreement with a 
study by Anon et al., which demonstrated that smaller circular gaps 
closed in a ROCK-independent manner (Anon et al., 2012).

FIGURE 4: Formation and closure of gaps. (A) Schematics of SS and DS closure dynamics along with tracks of cells on 
respective scaffolds (n = 25 per category). Near-complete closure of simulated gap is achieved by cross-hatch network 
(DS, N = 9) compared with parallel networks (SS, N = 7). (ii) Phase-contrast images of SS and DS closure on day 12. Scale 
bar: 500 µm. Red arrows indicate cell migration direction from monolayer. (B) Circularity and area of gaps that closed 
and did not close over a period of 45 d (number of individual gaps, n = 49). (C) (i) Phase-contrast images of gaps that 
closed and did not close in the three zones. Analysis of gap shape as frequency percentage using two metrics of 
(ii) SF (n = 1094), (iii) AR (n = 1360) of the gaps with areas <40,000 µm2, and (iv) gap area as a function of AR (n = 819). 
No gaps were observed in shaded region, suggesting large-area gaps do not form as elongated ovals (high AR). 
(D) (i) Changes in major and minor axes of the gaps with (i) 0 µM (n = 25), (ii) 10 µM (n = 9), and (iii) 20 µM (n = 20) 
y-27632 exposure. (iv, v) Closure of small (< 10,000 µm2) gaps with y-27632 exposure (black: 0 µM; blue: 10 µM; green: 
20 µM y-27632) demonstrating significantly faster closures when exposed to 10 (n = 20) and 20 (n = 38) µM y-27632 
concentrations compared with those not (n = 25) exposed to y-27632. Asterisk shows statistical significance.
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span widths >375 µm, and thus, most likely 
will not close. To confirm this, we designed 
fiber networks with various interfiber spac-
ings to achieve gaps with areas representing 
the three zones. Specifically, for zones I, II, 
and III, we deposited fibers with approxi-
mate spacing of 50, 100, and 400 µm, 
respectively. As expected, over a 3-wk pe-
riod, we found zone I to close faster than 
zone II, and zone III not closing (Figure 5B 
and Supplemental Movie M14). Hence, by 
depositing fibers at precise spacing, we 
were able to engineer closing and nonclos-
ing wound gaps of various sizes within the 
same scaffold.

DISCUSSION
We report the development of a suspended 
nanofiber-based in vitro platform (Figure 1) 
that allows multilength-scale (single cells to 
collective cell sheets) investigation and 
quantitation of cell behavior in emergence, 
collective cell migration, and gap closure 
over multiple timescales (minutes to 45 d). 
Use of aligned and suspended fibers 
bridging monolayers provides well-defined 
and repeatable geometric environments to 
study how cells sense fiber and emerge from 
the monolayer, without requiring scratching 
of monolayers to initiate migration. In doing 
so, we are able to avoid the formation of ir-
regular gaps often found in two-dimensional 
(2D) scratch assays, while also avoiding inter-
ference from cellular debris and biochemical 
factors that are released at cell death during 
scratching and known to affect migration 
(Klepeis et al., 2001; Block et al., 2004). We 
show that both fiber diameter and interfiber 
spacing regulate how cells emerge from the 
monolayers—singly or collectively—which 
resembles metastatic invasion reported 
through intravital imaging studies conducted 
at the tumor–matrix interface (Wang et al., 
2002; Condeelis and Segall, 2003; Alexan-
der et al., 2008; Friedl et al., 2012a; Weigelin 
et al., 2014). While recoiling cells had higher 
detachment speeds and were able to initially 
advance longer distances from the mono-
layer, they were also observed to switch di-
rections (Supplemental Movie M15), thus 
having an overall lower persistence, similar 
to findings in the literature (Mayor and Eti-
enne-Manneville, 2016). To achieve recoil 

emergence, we suggest that the cell–matrix coupling at the leading 
edge strengthens over time, thus providing the tensile forces neces-
sary to overcome the cell–cell junctional forces at the rear. We believe 
that cells accomplish this through sensing the local ECM fiber diam-
eter and structural stiffness; two independent parameters shown by 
us to be regulators of cytoskeleton arrangement, migratory behavior, 
and force modulation (Sharma et al., 2013; Meehan and Nain, 2014; 
Sheets et al., 2016). Postemergence, cells move out to form dense 
multicellular structures on fibers, and our present efforts are aimed at 

corresponding width (Δ or Δ′). We know that SCS with a span width 
>375 µm do not advance (Figure 3C, vi); thus, if we consider the di-
ameter of a circular gap (circularity ∼1) to be 375 µm, the gap will 
have an area of ∼110,000 µm2 that falls within zone II (Figure 4B). 
The SCS advancement of these gaps are highly compromised, and 
the gaps therefore do not close. If the same gap area has a more 
oval shape (circularity <1), it will have SCS width less than 375 µm in 
one direction, which will contribute to closure of gaps (Figure 4C, i). 
Zone III, defined by gaps >140,000 µm2, will always have SCS with 

FIGURE 5: Engineering closing and nonclosing wound gaps. (A) Schematic model of closure-
speed variation in response to gap shape. While circular gaps show similar closure rates from 
each principle direction (shown in yellow), elliptical gaps favor faster closure from high 
curvature (along the major axis, as shown in green) and low span distance (Δ′ < Δ) direction. 
(B) Engineering closing and nonclosing gaps. Phase-contrast images showing closure of smaller 
gaps (shown by white ovals representing zones I and II, fiber spacing <50 and 100 µm, 
respectively) occurs in days, while gaps of large areas (zone III with spacing along horizontal axis 
> 375 µm) were not able to close over a 3-wk period. Scale bars: 500 µm.
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ing opportunities to generate chronic nonclosing wounds of various 
sizes followed by bridging them with fibers to induce gap closure, to 
develop scaffolds promoting migration for tissue engineering ap-
plications, and to study metastatic events in cancer biology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Scaffold preparation
Rectangular incisions were made into 300-µm-thick plastic cover-
slips (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to create gaps of 2 × 3 mm2. 
Fibers with control on diameter and spacing can be deposited by 
electrospinning methods (Carnell et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Xie 
et al., 2010). Here we used our previously reported nonelectro-
spinning STEP platform to deposit polystyrene fibers (Nain and 
Wang, 2013; Wang and Nain, 2014). Polystyrene (Scientific Polymer 
Products, Ontario, NY; Mw: 2 × 106 g mol–1) was dissolved in p-
xylene (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) at 8%, 10%, and 13% (wt/wt) 
for at least a week to prepare a polymeric solution for fiber spinning. 
We chose polystyrene 1) due to its high spinnability to achieve a 
wide range of fiber diameters that match the dimensions of ECM 
collagen structures (Provenzano and Vanderby, 2006; Provenzano 
et al., 2008; Hielscher et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012), and 2) because 
its elastic modulus (∼1–3 GPa) closely matches reported values of 
individual collagen fibers (∼2–5 GPa) (Silver et al., 2003; Silver, 2006; 
Wenger et al., 2007). Fibers were spun by extruding the solution 
through a hollow pipette (inside diameter ∼100 µm; Jensen Global, 
Santa Barbara, CA). The diameters of the fibers were confirmed with 
scanning electron micrograph measurements. The scaffolds were 
tacked down in glass-bottom six-well dishes (MatTek, Ashland, MA) 
using high-vacuum grease (Dow Corning, Midland, MI). The scaf-
folds were sterilized with UV rays in a sterile biosafety cabinet (1300 
Series A2; Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) for 20 min before cell 
seeding.

Cell culture and seeding
NIH 3T3 mouse embryo fibroblasts were obtained as generous gifts 
from the Jarvik lab, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA. As 
recommended by the American Type Cell Culture (ATCC), these 
cells were grown in T25 cell culture flasks (Corning, Corning, NY) 
with DMEM (HyClone, Logan, UT) and 10% bovine calf serum 
(ATCC, Manassas, VA). The cell culture was maintained at 37°C and 
5% CO2. Before the cells were seeded onto the STEP fibers, they 
were suspended in cell media as follows. Media from a T25 flask 
containing adherent NIH 3T3 fibroblasts was aspirated, and the ad-
herent cells were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Fisher 
Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) twice. They were then incubated with 500 
µl 0.25% trypsin (HyClone, Logan, UT) for 5 min at 37°C and sus-
pended in fresh cell culture media. Concentrated cell suspension 
was seeded on two sterile plastic platforms adjacent to the sus-
pended STEP fibers, as shown in Figure 1A, and the cells were al-
lowed to attach overnight at 37°C and 5% CO2. After cell attach-
ment, 2 ml of cell culture media with 1% penicillin/streptomycin 
(HyClone, Logan, UT) was added to the well to facilitate further cell 
growth. The cell culture media was changed three times a week 
after the substrates were rinsed with PBS.

Imaging
The scaffolds were imaged using a Zeiss microscope (Zeiss AxioOb-
server Z1, Jena, Germany) with incubating capacity (maintained 
at 37°C and 5% CO2). Two distinct methods of imaging were 
used: 1) phase-contrast, low-magnification mosaic images of the 
scaffolds were obtained every day up to 2 wk after the first cells 
started migrating onto the suspended nanofibers, and 2) time-lapse 

understanding how cells are able to avoid one another (contact inhi-
bition on locomotion) or come together to form multicellular 
clusters.

Independent of emergence mode, cells advance away from the 
monolayer in collective mode through formation of cell streams, 
which resemble and closely match the migratory rates of highly 
proliferative in vivo migratory tongues occurring in wound healing 
(0.2 mm/d on our platform compared with 0.15–0.3 mm/d shown in 
the literature (Krawczyk, 1971; Cavani et al., 1993). Measurements 
of cell stream widths at the base, middle, and tip show that cell 
streams exist as conical structures with wider bases. We found that 
cell streams’ migratory rate was reduced after day 10, which coin-
cided with saturation of their widths (Figure 3B, ii and iii). Interest-
ingly the cell stream dynamics was also observed to coincide with 
advancement of SCS on day 10 (Figure 3C, ii). This perhaps sug-
gests a limit to the number of cells that can be stacked on top of 
each other in a cell stream, beyond which advancing or proliferat-
ing cells are directed to suspended sheets. We also observed 
emergence of cells from already established cell streams and SCS, 
which advanced cells farther away from the monolayer (Supple-
mental Movie M16).

A distinct and essential feature of our system is the reconfigura-
tion of the fiber architecture due to bundling of cell streams. The 
reconfigurability of our fiber networks allows the formation of SCS 
of various widths that resemble epidermis sheets of various sizes 
and curvatures in vivo (Krawczyk, 1971; Clark et al., 1982; Yan et al., 
2010). Our results showed that fiber bundling promoted widening 
of SCS span width, which inversely correlated with SCS advance-
ment rates. This led us to quantitate a critical distance of 375 µm 
between cell streams, beyond which SCS advancement was com-
promised. Furthermore, the underlying relationship between cell 
stream separation and SCS advancement allowed us to describe 
dynamics of gap formation and closure to be sensitive to shapes 
(rectangular to diamond and including oval and circles) and sizes 
(small: <103 µm2 to large: >105 µm2). In contrast, gap closure stud-
ied using 2D scratch assays has demonstrated closure of gaps of 
almost all sizes and shapes (Liang et al., 2007; Hulkower and Herber, 
2011; Anon et al., 2012). We observed that, while circular gaps 
closed in an isotropic manner, elliptical suspended gaps closed 
faster from regions of high curvature, which contrasts with 2D 
scratch assays, where closure is shown to occur from the direction of 
low curvature (Fenteany et al., 2000; Jacinto et al., 2001; Anon et 
al., 2012). However, a recent interesting study using suspended cell 
sheets supported on rigid rectangular bridges demonstrates com-
plete closure of gaps of smaller sizes (5–10,000 µm2). Compared 
with our assay, these gaps fall in zone I (area < 85,000 µm2), and 
thus, not surprisingly, close completely. Our future efforts entail in-
terrogating the exact contributions of Rho-driven purse-string con-
tractility and Rac-driven lamellipodial extensions (Martin and Lewis, 
1992; Martin, 1997) in closure of suspended gaps of different ge-
ometries and size, as the addition of y-27632 inhibited the closure 
of gaps >10,000 µm2 and unexpectedly closed gaps <10,000 µm2 
faster.

In conclusion, our multiscale platform provides new abilities to 
interrogate in a controlled and repeatable manner the role of fiber 
dimensions and layout in emergence, collective migration, and gap 
closure. While our platform highlights the importance of fiber prop-
erties, in future, it will require multiple layers of sophistication to in-
clude stacking of layers of fiber networks of various properties to 
simulate three-dimensional matrix porosity and chemical cues to 
recapitulate highly complex in vivo ECM structure and function. 
However, the current abilities of our platform provide new and excit-
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the substrates were soaked in permeabilization solution (PBS with 
0.1% Triton X-100 solution) for 15 min, washed with PBS twice, and 
stained with Phalloidin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) 
at 1:80 dilution.  The substrates were then stored at room tempera-
ture for 40 min, followed by PBS rinse (three times), and stained with 
4′,6-diamidimo-2-phenylindole for 5 min. After the substrates were 
rinsed twice, they were imaged using Zeiss AxioObserver Z1.

Drug studies
Gaps <40,000 µm2 were exposed to ROCK inhibitor at 10 and 
20 µM concentrations using y-27632 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). 
Its influence on local gap closure was investigated using time-lapse 
images taken continuously over a period of up to 30 h.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of the data was conducted using GraphPad Prism 
(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) software. In particular, the 
D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test was used to deter-
mine the normality of the data. When normality was verified, 
Analysis of variance was used to test for statistical significance, and 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used to determine statistically 
significant differences between groups. When data were not nor-
mally distributed, a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to 
test for statistical significance, and Dunn’s multiple comparison test 
was used to determine statistical significance between groups. A p 
value of 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), 0.001 (***), and 0.0001 (****) was used to 
determine the statistical significance. Standard errors were calcu-
lated and are represented as error bars in the respective figures.

phase-contrast images were obtained using 20× objective to inves-
tigate cell migration and local gap closure dynamics on STEP nano-
fibers every 3–10 min for up to 30 h periods.

Data analysis
The mosaic images and time-lapse movies were analyzed using 
Zeiss Axiovision and ImageJ software. The number of scaffolds used 
is denoted by N and individual data points by n.

Cell emergence. Time-lapse images of cells emerging from the 
monolayer onto the fibers were taken. For a given fiber diameter 
and a given spacing, the total number of cells that emerged were 
calculated. Among them, the cells that emerged as recoils, chains, 
or multichain collective groups were identified and shown as a fre-
quency %. Detachment speed of recoiling cells was calculated as 
the intranucleus distance of the emerging cell right before and after 
recoil divided by the time taken for recoil to occur.

Global collective cell migration. For measuring the area covered 
by cells on the suspended nanofibers, cell cluster areas from phase-
contrast images taken daily were measured using Axiovision. The 
summation of these cell cluster areas were then expressed as a per-
centage of the initial simulated gap. Cell stream separation dis-
tances were measured from the edge of one cell stream to the other 
using Axiovision. Similarly, the distance from the edge of the plastic 
platform to the closest point of the convex-shaped suspended cell 
sheet was measured using Axiovision and described as “suspended 
cell sheet (SCS) migration distance” (Figure 3C, ii).

Local collective cell migration (local gap closure). Time-lapse im-
ages were used to measure local closure of suspended gaps as a 
function of time using Axiovision software. Gaps were observed to 
be typically oval in shape, and the AR of an oval gap was defined as 
the ratio of major to minor axis (both measured using Axiovision). 
For describing the shape of the corners of the gaps, we used an SF 
term defined as SF = (area of gap − AB/2)/(AB/2), where A and B are 
the major and minor axis, respectively. Square/rectangular gap 
areas would have an SF of 1, circles/ovals an SF of 0.57, and a 
diamond shape would have an SF of 0 (Figure 4C, ii).

Analysis of the gaps that did not close. Phase-contrast mosaic 
images of the suspended gaps were analyzed for gap closure using 
ImageJ software. Area and circularity measurements were made for 
the gaps that closed and did not close over a period of 45 d. Circu-
larity (4π area/perimeter2) is a measure describing the shape of the 
gap such that a perfect circle has a circularity of 1. We performed 
gap area measurements for 5 consecutive days to assess the gap 
closure dynamics of gaps that did not close. Immunostained images 
of suspended gaps that did not close over a period of 45 d were 
also analyzed for nucleus shape using ImageJ software. The perpen-
dicular distance from the center of the nucleus to the circumference 
of the gap was defined as the “distance from the edge,” and the 
area and the circularity of the nucleus were measured as a function 
of its distance from the gap edge (Supplemental Figure S3). The 
circularity of the nucleus was measured using ImageJ software.

Immunostaining
Substrates containing SCS of NIH 3T3s were stained for F-actin 
stress fibers and nucleus. Briefly, cell culture medium was aspirated 
out of the well plates, and the SCS were rinsed with PBS. The sus-
pended cell sheets were fixed using a 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS 
solution for 15 min and were then rinsed again with PBS twice. Next, 
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